A Call Control Model for SIP

1. Abstract

This document defines an abstract call model for describing the media relationships required for call control features in SIP, and discusses other issues related to SIP call control as part of the SIP Call Control Framework.

2. Conventions used in this document

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC-2119 [RFC2119].

3. Overview

This document defines an abstract call model for describing the changes in media relationships (actions) which are needed to fulfill most call control features in [SIP]. The call model is an integral part of the SIP Call Control Framework defined in [cc-framework]. The model and actions described here are specifically chosen to be independent of the SIP signaling and/or mixing approach chosen to actually setup the media relationships.

Implementations may setup the media relationships described in this
model using the approach described in [3pcc]. The 3pcc approach relies on only the following 4 primitive operations:

new INVITE
reINVITE (modify the session, hold, resume from hold, etc.)
BYE
[Media Forking] described in a single session description

The main advantage of the 3pcc approach is that it only requires very basic SIP support from end systems to support call control features. It also has the advantage and disadvantage that new features can/must be implemented in one place only (the controller), and neither requires enhanced client functionality, nor takes advantage of it.

In addition, a peer-to-peer approach is discussed at length in this draft. The primary drawback of the peer-to-peer model is additional end system complexity. The benefits of the peer-to-peer model include:
- state remains at the edges
- signaling is same whether mixing is performed by one of the participants, or by a central conference server
- calls only go through participants involved (no additional points of failure)
- does not reproduce the MGCP/Megaco command/control trust model
- less complex to setup end-to-end QoS and security
- shorter setup time (fewer messages, and round trips required)
- many additional features applied at other UAs are transparent

The peer-to-peer approach relies on additional "primitive" operations, some of which are identified here.

INVITE with [Replaces] semantics
INVITE with [Join] semantics
INVITE with Media Forking semantics
[REFER] to ask another UA to send a request on your behalf

Desktop call control using a protocol like [PHONECTL]

Many of the features, primitives, and actions described in this document require some type of mixing/combining/selection.

4. "Conversation Space" Model

This document introduces the concept of an abstract "conversation space" (essentially a set of participants who believe they are all communicating among one another). Each conversation space contains one or more participants.

Participants are SIP User Agents which send original media/content to or terminate and receive media/content from other members of the conversation space. Logically, every participant in the conversation space has access to all the media generated in that space (this is true if all participants share a common media type).
A SIP User Agent which merely forwards, transcodes, mixes, or selects media originating elsewhere in the conversation space is NOT a participant. [Note that a conversation space consists of one or more SIP calls or SIP conferences. A conversation space is similar to the definition of a "call" in some other call models.]

Participants may represent human users or non-human users (referred to as robots or automatons in this document). Some participants may be hidden within a conversation space. Some examples of hidden participants include: robots which generate tones, images, or announcements during a conference to announce users arriving and departing, a human call center supervisor monitoring a conversation between a trainee and a customer, and robots which record media for training or archival purposes.

Participants may also be active or passive. Active participants are expected to be intelligent enough to leave a conversation space when they no longer desire to participate. (An attentive human participant is obviously active.) Some robotic participants (such as a voice messaging system, an instant messaging agent, or a voice dialog system) may be active participants if they can leave the conversation space when there is no human interaction. Other robots (for example our tone generating robot from the previous example) are passive participants. A human participant "on-hold" is passive.

An example diagram of a conversation space shown as a "bubble" or ovals, and as a "set" in curly or square brace notation. Each set, oval, or "bubble" represents a conversation space. Hidden participants are shown in lowercase letters.

```
{ A, B }            [ A, B ]
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```

Some examples of the relationship between conversation spaces and SIP calls, SIP call legs, and SIP sessions are listed below. In each example, a human user will perceive that there is a single call.

A simple two-party call is a single conversation space, a single call, a single session, and a single call-leg.

An example diagram of a conversation space shown as a "bubble" or ovals, and as a "set" in curly or square brace notation. Each set, oval, or "bubble" represents a conversation space. Hidden participants are shown in lowercase letters.

```
{ A, B }

```

Some examples of the relationship between conversation spaces and SIP calls, SIP call legs, and SIP sessions are listed below. In each example, a human user will perceive that there is a single call.

A simple two-party call is a single conversation space, a single call, a single session, and a single call-leg.

A locally mixed three-way call is one or two calls (one if the mixer invited all the other participants, two otherwise), two sessions, and two call-legs. It is also a single conversation space.
A simple dial-in audio conference is a single conversation space, but is represented by as many calls, call-legs, and sessions as there are human participants.

A multicast conference is a single conversation space, a single session, one or more calls, and as many call-legs as participants.

5. Catalog of call control actions and sample features

Below are listed several call control "actions" which modify the participants in a conversation space. The names of the actions listed are for descriptive purposes only (they are not normative). This list of actions is not meant to be exhaustive.

In the examples, all actions are initiated by the user "Alice" represented by UA "A".

5.1 Transfer

The conversation space changes as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>before</th>
<th>after</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{ A , B }</td>
<td>{ C , B }</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A replaces itself with C.

To make this happen using the peer-to-peer approach, "A" would send two SIP requests. A shorthand for those requests is shown below:

REFER B Refer-To:C
BYE B

To make this happen instead using the 3pcc approach, the controller sends requests represented by the shorthand below:

INVITE C (w/SDP of B)
reINVITE B (w/SDP of C)
BYE A

Features enabled by this action:
- blind transfer
- transfer to a central mixer (some type of conference or forking)
- transfer to park server (park)
- transfer to music on hold or announcement server
- transfer to a "queue"
- transfer to a service (such as Voice Dialogs service)
- transition from local mixer to central mixer

5.2 Take

The conversation space changes as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>before</th>
<th>after</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{ B , C }</td>
<td>{ B , A }</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A forcibly replaces C with itself. In most uses of this primitive,
A is just "un-replacing" itself.

Using the peer-to-peer approach, "A" sends:

```
INVITE B  Replaces: <call leg between B and C>
```

Using the 3pcc approach (all requests sent from controller):

```
INVITE A  (w/SDP of B)
reINVITE B  (w/SDP of A)
BYE C
```

Features enabled by this action:
- transferee completes an attended transfer
- retrieve from central mixer (not recommended)
- retrieve from music on hold or park
- retrieve from queue
- call center take
- voice portal resuming ownership of a call it originated
- answering-machine style screening (pickup)

5.3 Add

The conversation space changes as follows:

```
{ A , B } -->    { A, B, C }
```

A adds C to the conversation.

Using the peer-to-peer approach, adding a party using local mixing requires no signaling. To transition from a 2-party call or a locally mixed conference to centrally mixing A could send the following requests:

```
REFER B  Refer-To: mixer
INVITE mixer
BYE B
```

To add a party to a central mixer:

```
REFER C  Refer-To: mixer
```

or

```
REFER mixer  Refer-To: C
```

Using the 3pcc approach to transition to centrally mixed, the controller would send:

```
INVITE mixer leg 1 (w/SDP of A)
INVITE mixer leg 2 (w/SDP of B)
INVITE C  (late SDP)
reINVITE A  (w/SDP of mixer leg 1)
reINVITE B  (w/SDP of mixer leg 2)
INVITE mixer leg3 (w/SDP of C)
```

To add a party to a central mixer:

```
INVITE C  (late SDP)
INVITE mixer (w/SDP of C)
```

Features enabled:
- standard conference feature
- call recording
- answering-machine style screening (screening)

5.4 Local Join

The conversation space changes like this:

\{ A, B \} , \{A, C \} --> \{A, B, C\}

or like this

\{ A, B \} , \{C, D \} --> \{A, B, C, D\}

A takes two conversation spaces and joins them together into a single space.

Using the peer-to-peer approach, A can mix locally, or REFER the participants of both conversation spaces to the same central mixer (as in 5.3)

For the 3pcc approach, the call flows for inserting participants, and joining and splitting conversation spaces are tedious yet straightforward, so these are left as an exercise for the reader.

Features enabled:
- standard conference feature
- leaving a sidebar to rejoin a larger conference

5.5 Insert

The conversation space changes like this:

\{ B , C \} --> \{A, B, C\}

A inserts itself into a conversation space.

Using the peer-to-peer approach, "A" sends:

INVITE B  Join: <call id of B and C>

If B accepts the INVITE, B accepts responsibility to setup the call legs and mixing necessary (for example: to mix locally or to transfer the participants to a central mixer)

Features enabled:
- barge-in
- call center monitoring
- call recording

5.6 Split

\{ A, B, C, D \} --> \{ A, B \} , \{ C, D \}

If using a central mixer with peer-to-peer

REFER C  Refer-To: mixer (new URI)
REFER D  Refer-To: mixer (new URI)
BYE C
BYE D
Features enabled:
- sidebar conversations during a larger conference

5.7 Near-fork

A participates in two conversation spaces simultaneously:

\{(A, B) \rightarrow \{ B, \{ A \}, C \}\}

A is a participant in two conversation spaces such that A sends the same media to both spaces, and renders media from both spaces, presumably by mixing or rendering the media from both. We can define that A is the "anchor" point for both forks, each of which is a separate conversation space.

This action is purely local implementation (it requires no special signaling). Local features such as switching calls between the background and foreground are possible using this media relationship.

5.8 Far fork

The conversation space diagram...

\{(A, B) \rightarrow \{ A, \{ B \}, C \}\}

A requests B to be the "anchor" of two conversation spaces.

For an example of using 3pcc to setup media forking, see [Media forking]. The session descriptions for forking are quite complex. Controllers should verify that endpoints can handle forked-media, by using some type of Requires header token.

6. Other Call Control Issues

6.1 Transparent feature interaction

Combinations of features and must work in SIP call control. For example, let us examine the combination of a transfer of a call which is conferenced.

Alice calls Bob. Alice silently "conferences in" her robotic
assistant Albert as a hidden party. Bob transfers Alice to Carol. If Bob asks Alice to replace her leg with a new one to Carol then both Alice and Albert should be communicating with Carol (transparency).

Using the peer-to-peer model, this combination of features works fine if A is doing local mixing (Alice replaces Bob’s call-leg with Carol’s), or if A is using a central mixer (the mixer replaces Bob’s call leg with Carol’s). A clever implementation using the 3pcc model can generate similar results.

New extensions to the SIP Call Control Framework should attempt to preserve this property.

6.2 Presenting information to the user or application

Participants should have access to the names of the other participants in a conversation space, so that this information can be rendered to a human user or processed by an automaton. Although some of this information may be available from To, From, Remote-Party-Id, or other SIP headers, another mechanism of reporting this information may be necessary. [The author believes that the data reported by RTCP is insufficient for these purposes.]

For example, a mixer involved in a conversation space may wish to provide URLs for conference status, and/or conference/floor control. A proposal for providing this type of information via SIP [Events] is described in [call-package].

6.3 Use of different mixing models

Several conferencing models are discussed in [conf-models]. For brevity, only the two most popular conferencing models are significantly discussed in this document (local and centralized mixing). Applications of the conversation spaces model to distributed full mesh and multicast conferences are left as an exercise for the reader.

Note that a distributed full mesh conference can be used for basic conferences, but does not allow for more complex conferencing actions like splitting, joining, and forking.

Call control features should be designed to allow a mixer (local or centralized) to decide when to reduce a conference back to a 2-party call, or drop all the participants (for example if only two automatons are communicating).

The actual heuristics used to release calls are beyond the scope of this document, but may depend on properties in the conversation space, such as the number of active, passive, or hidden participants; and the send-only, receive-only, or send-and-receive orientation of various participants.

6.4 Effect when one user is represented by multiple UAs in same call

Multiple participants in the same conversation space may represent the same human user. For example, the user may use one participant
for video, chat, and whiteboard media on a PC and another for audio
media on a SIP phone. In addition, human users may add robot
participants which act on their behalf (for example a
call recording service, or a calendar reminder). Call Control
features in SIP should continue to function as expected in such an
environment.

6.5 "Special" participants

Call control implementation are encouraged to make intelligent
decisions based on the type of participants (active/passive, hidden,
human/robot) in a conversation space. A mechanism for describing
these participant properties in a SIP URL is described in [cc-uri].

For example, a music on hold service may take the sensible approach
that if there are two or more unhidden participants, it should not
provide hold music; or that it will not send hold music to robots.

6.6 Billing issues

Billing in PSTN is typically based on who initiated a call. At the
moment billing in a SIP network is neither consistent with itself,
or with the PSTN. (A billing model for SIP should allow for both
PSTN-style billing, and non-PSTN billing.) The example below
demonstrates one such inconsistency.

Alice places a call to Bob. Alice then blind transfers Bob to Carol
through a PSTN gateway. In current usage of REFER and BYE/Also, Bob
may be billed for a call he did not initiate (his UA originated the
outgoing call leg however). This is not necessarily a terrible
thing, but it demonstrates a security concern (Bob must have
appropriate local policy to prevent fraud). Also, Alice may wish to
pay for Bob’s session with Carol. There should be a way to signal
this in SIP.

Likewise a Replacement call may maintain the same billing
relationship as a Replaced call, so if Alice first calls Carol, then
asks Bob to Replace this call, Alice may continue to receive a bill.

Further work in SIP billing should define a way to set or discover
the direction of billing.

7. Security Considerations

Let us first examine the security of the primitives used by the 3pcc
approach (INVITE, reINVITE, and BYE). All signaling goes through
the controller, which is a trusted entity. Initial INVITEs are
frequently authenticated and may also be hop-by-hop (e.g. IPsec or
TLS) or end-to-end (e.g. PGP or S/MIME) encrypted. Also, the human
or robot user receiving the INVITE may accept or decline the INVITE
based on any number of factors.

An attacker can do many "rude" things to a SIP call-leg today (place
calls on hold, send BYEs, reINVITE to a session of their choosing),
if they have knowledge of the correct To, From, Call-ID, and CSeq
headers. Encrypting or integrity protecting the signaling between
User Agents and 3pcc controllers can prevent these attacks.

When using the peer-to-peer approach, the call control actions and primitives are initiated by a), an existing participant in the conversation space, b) a former participant in the conversation space, or c) an entity trusted by one of the participants. For example, a participant always initiates a transfer; a retrieve from Park (a take) is initiated on behalf of a former participant; and a barge-in (insert or far-fork) is initiated by a trusted entity (an operator for example).

Both REFER and PHONECTL primitives can be secured in the same manner as for an initial INVITE. To authorize call control primitives that trigger special behavior (such as an INVITE with Replace, Join, or Fork semantics), the receiving user agent needs some credentials with which to challenge or authorize the call, as the sender may be completely unknown to the receiver, except through the introduction of a third party. As future work, some form of generic authorization token is probably needed.

8. References


10. Changes made since version -00
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- Minor changes were made in the draft to reference new work in call control since the draft was first published. The -01 draft now mentions the Join and Fork headers (sections 3, 5.5 and 5.8), Jonathan’s SIP Events call package (section 6.2), and a document which describes new Contact parameters (section 6.5).

- updated the definition of "participant" to incorporate the notion that a participant is a producer or consumer of either "media" or "content". (section 3)

- added an additional example conversation space "bubble" (section 4).
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